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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 
Mr. Ng Wen Bin 

 The conception of forming 

ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter was 

established back in 1984. Then, a 

Steering Committee was set up in 

Kuala Lumpur in 1985 and well 

supported by the Society in order 

to organize and establish 

ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter. On 

4th April 1986, ASHRAE Malaysia 

Chapter was registered with The 

Registry of Societies Malaysia. 

 

This year, ASHRAE Malaysia 

Chapter celebrates the 35th Jade 

Anniversary! 

Looking Back and Forward 

December was a good time for taking stock, 
looking back over what’s been achieved and 
looking forward to what is to come. 2020 has 
ended, but the challenges we faced this year 
continue — the COVID‑19 pandemic, 
intensifying political division, widening 
economic inequality, and the climate crisis, just 
to name a few. 

 
 

It was rare to find a series of market environments that will affect 
the entire world in 2020. Looking back over the past one year it is 
remarkable to see how much has changed. Now is a good time to 
review those changes and to consider what lies ahead. 

The current COVID-19 pandemic is impacting how we use buildings 
now and is likely to affect how we design and use buildings in the 
future. A number of the anticipated changes may give rise to legal 
and commercial considerations for building owners, occupants, 
investors and their managing agents.  

In the design of the building HVAC&R system, measures related to 
the COVID-19 pandemic were reviewed in detail. It is important to 
recognize that social distancing will only prevail for relatively short 
periods in the overall life of an office. Therefore, changes being 
proposed to previously accepted design features should add a long-
term benefit to promote the health and wellbeing of the occupants 
and not just respond to the current situation we find ourselves in, 
whilst ignoring all other aspects. In fact, many of the considerations 
here have been generally incorporated into the process of building 
healthier buildings, but some solutions may require more energy 
use. It is important to carefully consider this aspect and encourage 
solutions that are energy neutral as much as possible. If an energy 
penalty cannot be avoided, it should only be borne during a 
pandemic, so perhaps a dual mode of operation needs to be 
considered for some engineering systems. 

In the building service business, served by large chiller systems or 
direct air conditioning units, the picture is not so optimistic. The 
huge shift in working from home has greatly reduced the utilization 
rate of many office buildings. 

(Continued on page 2) 
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(Continued from page 1) 

As a safe work procedure or prevention of Covid-19 at the workplace, those who are still commuting to an 
office face the challenge of using building services systems in new ways. Providing a very high fresh air 
ventilation rate as recommended by ASHRAE to ensure a Covid-19 safe workplace is exceptionally 
challenging and it is certain that many systems are unable to cope with this scenario. 

So, what will 2021 bring? We are not likely to see a mass return to commuting and office working. This has 
implications for all of us in our own work-life – the best you can do is embrace the change and make the 
most of it. These changes have huge implications for the commercial buildings market where over-supply 
more than a demand for office real estate could have a devastating effect on speculative development, only 
partly counteracted by upswings in the IT segment. For food and apparel distribution and retail, the move 
toward online shopping will continue and the successful players will be those who adapt best to the new 
rules, including innovative ways to incorporate returns. Hopefully, this is not a holiday to break the reverse 
distribution chain. 

ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter has come a long way in the last 35 years and has achieved a great deal, but there 
is still a lot to be done. The questions facing us are getting harder, and the time available to answer them is 
becoming more hard-pressed. Although the path forward from 2020 may feel uncertain, one thing has never 
been clearer: To change the trajectory for the better, we have to come together, work together, and support 
each other in building a brighter, safer, more just future we can all share. Look at how we were putting that 
spirit of community and collaboration to work in everything we do at ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter in 2020. I 
would like to take this opportunity to thank fellow Board of Governors, Region XIII Officers, Chapter Chairs 
and Co-Chairs, Kuching & Penang Section Offices, Students Branches Advisors and Chapter Committee 
members for your cooperation, endless contribution, time spent and wholeheartedness in carrying out your 
duties and tasks. I believe we can continue and do it better in the future.   

 

 
 

 

 
  

May this lunar new year bring all of us 

happiness, success, good fortune and 

affluence in health and wealth. 
 

Stay safe, healthy, vigilant and follow SOP. 
 

Happy Chinese New Year! 

Best wishes from 
Ng Wen Bin 

President ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter 
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ASHRAE Membership Hardship Communication 

 
From the desk of Membership Promotion Chair 2020-2021: 
 
To ASHRAE Members, 
 
Hope you are well and safe amid the current pandemic. As you know, membership benefits include discounts 
and online access to ASHRAE publications, an annual copy of the ASHRAE Handbook, the monthly ASHRAE 
Journal and HPB Magazine, discounts on continuing education opportunities, conferences and much more.  

I would like to encourage you to renew your membership. Renewing is easy: 

· Login to ashrae.org 
· Click Join or Login 
· Renew your membership (remember to select our chapter for local dues) 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic is unprecedented, ASHRAE society cares for our members. If you are currently 
experiencing hardship, especially with the currently COVID-19 pandemic, please contact our Member 
Services Department at members@ashrae.org .  One of our Member Services Representatives will assist you 
in determining your hardship case and provide guidance with respect to an adequate adjustment to your 
dues and other member benefits for the 2020 – 2021 Society Year. 

I want to encourage you to take full advantage of the benefits ASHRAE has to offer. Please visit the Society 
and our chapter website for upcoming chapter events. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 016-5083275 during the day, or via email 
at anthonypoh.919@gmail.com. 

 

Thank you. 

Best Regards, 

Poh Kai Sin 
Membership Promotion Chair 2020/2021 
ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter 

  

ANNOUNCEMENT 

http://ashrae.org/
mailto:members@ashrae.org
mailto:anthonypoh.919@gmail.com
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Board of Governors’ Meeting No.2 (Session 2020/21) 

Board of Governors’ Meeting No.2 for the session 2020-2021 was held on 18 August 2020 at ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter Secretariat as well as via Microsoft Teams platform. It was attended by 24 committee 
members. The President, Mr. Ng Wen Bin called the meeting to order at 6:30p.m. 

The agenda discussed include: 
1) Update of events and activities 

a. Year-to-date Financial report 
b. PAOE points for 2020/21 Term as of 18 August 2020 
c. Chapter Chairs’ & Sections’ Proposal & Activities Report  

- Membership Promotion,  
- Resource Promotion,  
- Chapter Technology Transfer,  
- Newsletter Publication,  
- Electronic Communications,  
- Historian,  
- Kuching Section. 

2) MASHRAE Operation Proposal 
a. Sharing on Sexual Harassment Prevention Training & Case Study. 
b. Updates on the approved HRDF Application. 
c. Souvenir Programme 2020 – Updates on the advertisement package. 
d. AGM 2020 – Conducted via online platform and attended by 40 participants. 
e. Honor & Award Committee – Lead by Ir. Ong C.L. 

3) Region XIII 
a. Briefing on Virtual CRC 2020 Calendar,  
b. Nomination for Regional Officers,  
c. Discussion on the proposed Motion to be brought forward to CRC 2020,  
d. Readiness of CRC Poster,  
e. APCBE 2023 – would be hosted by Malaysia Chapter. 

4) REVAC ASEAN M&E Show: Super 8, MITEC, K.L.  
a. Postponed to a new proposed date (15-17 June 2021). 

5) Industry Events  
a. MESTECC EE&C Act,  
b. TC of Smoke Management (TC/M/4),  
c. TC of Development of Training Module (Bil.1/2020),  
d. Master Juries of Malaysia GBC Leadership in Sustainability Awards 2020  

6) Annual Dinner 2020 (35th Jade Anniversary)  
a. Celebration to be rescheduled to 2021 
b. Nomination of Organizing Chairperson  

7) Other matters  

The meeting was adjourned at 8.00 pm. Next BOG meeting was tentatively scheduled to be held at ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter Secretariat on 15 September 2020. 

 

  

EVENTS & NEWS 
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Board of Governors’ Meeting No.3 (Session 2020/21) 

On 15 September 2020, Board of Governors’ Meeting No.3 was held at ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter Secretariat 
as well as via Microsoft Teams platform. A total of 16 committee members attended the meeting. The 
president, Mr. Ng Wen Bin called the meeting to order at 6:30p.m. 

The agenda discussed include: 
1) Update of events and activities 

a. Year-to-date Financial report 
b. PAOE points for 2020/21 Term as of 15 September 2020 
c. Chapter Chairs’ & Sections’ Proposal & Activities Report  

- Membership Promotion,  
- Resource Promotion,  
- Student Activities & ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter Scholarship, 
- YEA (Young Engineer in ASHRAE) Activities, 
- Chapter Technology Transfer,  
- Newsletter Publication,  
- Electronic Communications,  
- Historian,  
- Publicity, 
- Librarian, 
- Penang Section.  

2) MASHRAE Operation Proposal 
a. Souvenir Programme 2020  

3) Region XIII:  
a. Virtual Bilateral Meeting 2020 with Singapore Chapter, scheduled date on 21 November 

2020 
4) Other matters  

The meeting was adjourned at 8.00 pm. Next BOG meeting was tentatively scheduled to be held at ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter Secretariat on 20 October 2020. 

Board of Governors’ Meeting No.4 (Session 2020/21) 

Board of Governors’ Meeting No.4 was held on 20 October 2020 as via Microsoft Teams platform due to the 
imposed CMCO in Selangor. It was attended by 21 committee members. The president, Mr. Ng Wen Bin 
called the meeting to order at 8:30p.m. 

The agenda discussed include: 
1) Update of events and activities 

a. Year-to-date Financial report 
b. PAOE points for 2020/21 Term as of 17 November 2020 
c. Chapter Chairs’ & Sections’ Proposal & Activities Report  

- Membership Promotion,  
- Resource Promotion,  
- Student Activities & ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter Scholarship, 
- YEA (Young Engineer in ASHRAE) Activities, 
- Chapter Technology Transfer,  
- Newsletter Publication,  

EVENTS & NEWS 
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- Electronic Communications,  
- Publicity, 
- Librarian, 
- Kuching Section. 

2) MASHRAE Operation Proposal 
a. Souvenir Programme 2020 – Status of Sponsorship Campaign  

3) Region XIII:  
a. Virtual CRC 2020 Calendar - Reminder 

4) Industry Events 
a. Malaysia Engineering Convention & Exhibition, 8-11 September 2021 

5) Other matters  

The meeting was adjourned at 10.30 pm. Next BOG meeting was tentatively scheduled to be held at ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter Secretariat on 17 November 2020. 

 

Board of Governors’ Meeting No.5 (Session 2020/21) 

On 17 November 2020, Board of Governors’ Meeting No.5 was held via Microsoft Teams platform due to 
the extension of CMCO in Selangor. A total of 21 committee members attended the virtual meeting. The 
president, Mr. Ng Wen Bin called the meeting to order at 8:30p.m. 

The agenda discussed include: 
1) Update of events and activities 

a. Year-to-date Financial report 
b. PAOE points for 2020/21 Term as of 17 November 2020 
c. Chapter Chairs’ & Sections’ Proposal & Activities Report  

- Membership Promotion,  
- Resource Promotion,  
- Student Activities & ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter Scholarship, 
- YEA (Young Engineer in ASHRAE) Activities, 
- Chapter Technology Transfer,  
- Newsletter Publication,  
- Historian,  
- Publicity, 
- Librarian.  

2) MASHRAE Operation Proposal 
a. Souvenir Programme 2020  

3) Industry Events 
a. Malaysia Engineering Convention & Exhibition, 8-11 September 2021 

4) Other matters  

The meeting was adjourned at 10.30 pm. Next BOG meeting was tentatively scheduled to be held at ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter Secretariat on 15 December 2020. 

  

EVENTS & NEWS 
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31st Bilateral Meeting (Session 2020/21) between Singapore & Malaysia 

 

On 21 November 2020, the 31st Bilateral 
Meeting between ASHRAE Malaysia 
Chapter and ASHRAE Singapore Chapter 
was held via Microsoft Teams Platform. As 
the host of the event, a total of 17 
committee members from ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter attended the meeting. 
Meanwhile, a total of 9 committee 
members from ASHRAE Singapore Chapter 
attended the meeting. The chairperson of 
this meeting, Ts. Dr. King Yeong Jin of 
ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter called the 
meeting to order at 2:00p.m. 

 

Highlights of 31st Bilateral Meeting 

Introduction - A brief self-introduction of attendees. 

Confirmation of meeting minutes - Confirmation of 30th Bilateral Meeting Minutes. 

MOU  - Both chapters agree to extend the MoU for another 5 years. 

Linking of Chapter Events  - Both chapters to communicate and to advertise major upcoming 
events, such as Chapter Technology Transfer/Refrigeration 
events, etc. 

- Chapter Technology 
Transfer/Refrigerants 

- Proposal on organizing technical talk to present project related 
to the ASEAN energy award winner.   

- Exploration on the application of CPD point for technical talks 
hosted by respective chapter. 

- Student Activity, YEA and 
Webmaster, Electronic 
Communication and 
Newsletter 

- Exploration on the virtual collaboration between chapters 
including virtual resources, more meeting between YEA 
committee from both chapters. 

- Experience sharing on the promotion of ASHRAE’s “SmartStart” 
program in the Student Activity events by Malaysia Chapter. 

- Membership Promotion (MP), 
Resources Promotion (RP), 
Government Affairs (GAC) 

- Exploration on the virtual events for both MP & RP. 
- Survey on the topics of interest during MP/RP Night event. 
- Ways of promoting memberships. 

APCBE Conference - Each chapter is encouraged to submit 2 to 3 papers, as well as 
having 2 to 3 (or more) participants to APCBE. 

- The 16th APCBE 2021 will be held on 22 & 23 October 2021 at 
Studio City Macau. 

Region XIII Officers - Six members from Malaysia Chapter. 
- One member from Singapore Chapter. 

Next Meeting - Singapore Chapter would be the host of 32nd Bilateral Meeting. 
 

EVENTS & NEWS 

 
EVENTS & NEWS 
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2020-2021 First Regional Planning Meeting (RPM-1)  

In view of the pandemic COVID-19, ASHARE Region XIII continued to hold the First Regional Planning Meeting 

(RPM-1) via the GoToMeeting virtual meeting platform on 28th November 2020. This was the second virtual 

conference for Region XIII that involved all delegates and committee members from ten Chapters (Thailand, 

Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Japan and Korea) and four Sections 

(Vietnam, Myanmar, Penang and Kuching) in Region XIII for the 2020/21 term.  

Dr. Apichit Lumlertpongpana, 

the Director and Regional Chair 

(DRC), welcomed all delegates 

and committee members for 

attending the meeting and 

delivered his opening speech 

for the virtual RMP-1 for 

2020/21 Term. Mr. Ng Kah 

Choong as the conference 

secretary, hosted this meeting 

session. The activities in this 

RPM-1 included:  

 

• Confirmation and adoption of the minutes of meeting of RPM-2 (held on 6th June 2020),  

• Future CRC & RPM Host Chapter & Date 

o RPM-2 (2020/21) – 5th & 6th June 2021 in Tokyo, Japan. 

o 24th CRC 2021 – 20th & 21th August 2021, Jakarta, Indonesia. 

o RPM-1 (2021/22) – 22nd August 2021, Jakarta Indonesia. 

o RPM-2 (2021/22) – Taiwan. 

o 25th CRC 2022 – 19th & 20th August 2022, Tokyo, Japan. 

o RPM-1 (2022/23) – 21st August 2022, Tokyo, Japan. 

o RPM-2 (2022/23) – To be updated in RPM-2 (2020/21). 

o 26th CRC (2023/24) – Taiwan. 

o RPM-1 (2023/24) – Taiwan. 

• CRC-2020 Motion Report by Region Members Council Representative (RMCR) (2019-22), Mr. Bill 

Wang Wei-Dong. 

• Updates on Regional Nominating Committee Member (NCM) by Regional Nominating Committee 

Member (RNM) (2018-21), Mr. Dominador De Guzman CASTRO, Jr.  

• Regional Business (Chapter Operations, Fund, Reports & Updates by respective Regional Vice-Chairs, 

Chapters News Updates by respective Chapter Delegates) 

• Other matters.  

The meeting was adjourned at (GMT+7.0) 12.30 pm. Next RPM-2 meeting was tentatively scheduled to be 
held in Tokyo, Japan on 5th and 6th June 2021. 

 

EVENTS & NEWS 
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ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter hosted a series of webinar with co-host from Thailand and Singapore Chapter. 
The webinars were presented by ASHRAE Distinguishes Lecturers and local experts, respectively. Unlike 
conventional physical trainings which were usually conducted at ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter secretariat, 
these short courses were presented in ZOOM Webinar platform to provide ease access to more members 
and public while staying safe at home.  

 

Date Webinar 
03.10.2020 Humidity Control with and without Reheat 
21.10.2020 Preparedness for Building Air Conditioning to Face Corona Spread Challenge 
07.11.2020 Airflow Management Control for Cleanroom Facilities 
28.11.2020 Natural and Flammable Refrigerants 2020 

 

 

Humidity Control with and without Reheat 

Humidity Control with and without Reheat was presented by ASHRAE Distinguished Lecturer, Tom Durkin, 
PE. Durkin’s approach is that most applications do not need for designers to control humidity, rather just 
make sure it doesn’t get out of control. Humidity control can be active or passive, but it should never be 
ignored. This talk explained low cost but highly effective solutions that work in all climate zones. 
 
 

    

 

Airflow Management Control for Cleanroom Facilities 

Airflow Management for Cleanroom Facilities was presented by ASHRAE Distinguished Lecturer, Dr. Kishor 
Khankari. This presentation first covered the basics of cleanroom classifications, and sources of 
contaminants, and then, focused on the importance of HVAC configuration on airflow distribution and 
resulting flow path of airborne particles in cleanroom that affect the contaminant removal effectives. In 
addition, this presentation also covered role of Air Changes per Hour (ACH), demand control ventilation, 
cleanroom airlocks, and dynamics of laminar diffusers in cleanrooms.  

CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
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Preparedness for Building Air Conditioning to Face Corona Spread Challenge 

 
 

Preparedness for Building Air Conditioning to Face Corona Spread Challenge was presented by Dr Aloysius 
Decruz, a senior lecturer in HVAC section, working at the UniKL MFI Bangi campus of University Kuala Lumpur. 
The short training explained ASHRAE guidelines and recommendations. It addressed specific questions such 
as: 

• Is it advisable to turn off the air conditioner? 
• What types of filters are effective? 
• What are some of the new technologies available? 
• Does it help if we follow IAQ ventilation standards? 
• What are some of the other professional bodies’ recommendations? 

 
 

Preparedness for Building Air Conditioning to Face Corona Spread Challenge 

 
 
Natural and Flammable Refrigerants was presented by Mr. Chew Soon Jin, Refrigeration Chair for ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter; Ir. Arnold Cabuay, Refrigeration Chair for ASHRAE Philippines Chapter; Mr. Kenneth Leong, 
Business Manager for Gensis and Ts. Dr. Azman Hussin, certified master trainer for Industrial Training 
Institute. Many refrigerants with high Global Warming Potential (GWP) are being faced down due to their 
impact on the Climate. The use of Natural and new HFO refrigerants are considered as the way forward for 
many cooling or freezing applications. This webinar showcased how using Natural and new HFO refrigerants 
could impact efficiency, safety including caring for equipment.  
  

CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
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A Holistic Review on Energy Efficiency of Hot Water System 
- Design, Operation and Maintenance 

 

 
 

BOG member, Mr. Tee Tone Vei conducted a webinar talk entitled “A Holistic Review on Energy Efficiency of 
Hot Water System - Design, Operation and Maintenance” at the ASEAN Super 8 Virtual Connect Exhibition 
on 19 November 2020. This session provided an overview on different scale of hot water system, from 
commercial centralised heat pump to residential decentralised system, storage and instant. An overview of 
the energy efficiency on difference range of hot water systems and how its design, operating measurement 
and regular maintenance has an impact on the energy performance were also covered. A few case studies 
and existing practices used to maintain hot water system high energy efficiency were discussed. 
 

 

 

Coming Up Events 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5-6 June 2021 (Sat-Sun) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regional Planning Meeting (RPM), Tokyo, Japan 

20-21 August 2021 (Fri-Sat) Chapters Regional Conference (CRC), Jakarta, Indonesia 
22-23 October 2021 (Fri-Sat) 16th Asia Pacific Conference on the Built Environment (APCBE): Net Zero Strategies for 

Existing Buildings, Studio City Macau 
19-20 August 2022 (Fri-Sat) Chapters Regional Conference (CRC), Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan 
18-19 August 2023 (Fri-Sat) Chapters Regional Conference (CRC), Taiwan 
Oct./Nov. 2023 (Fri-Sat) 17th Asia Pacific Conference on the Built Environment (APCBE), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

  

CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
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Industrial Talk: Introduction to Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
Reported by ASHRAE UM Student Branch 

 
On 21st October 2020, an industrial talk on Introduction to 
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) was organised 
by ASHRAE UM Student Branch. Chapter Government Affairs 
Chair and Regional Vice Chair (RVC)-Research Promotion, Mr. 
Chea Suei Keong was invited as the speaker for this event. Mr. 
Chea is the General Manager of Daikin Applied (Malaysia) Sdn. 
Bhd.  
 
The objectives of this event were: 
· To provide students an insight towards the HVAC field. 
· To provide students an insight regarding internal working of 

companies. 
· To provide students a practical perspective on the working 

world.  
· To enable students to visualize the application of HVAC 

technologies into real world industries.  
 
A total of 115 participants attended the industrial talk which 
comprised of students from the Faculty of Engineering, Faculty 

of Built Environment, and Faculty of Computer Science.  
 
The participants were introduced to the HVAC systems for high rise buildings, the basic HVAC cycles, the 
HVAC building applications, and the HVAC control systems. The participants were also exposed to the All-Air 
system, air cooled chilled system, and basic design criteria considerations for a HVAC system. Besides that, 
Mr. Chea shared valuable knowledge and advice from his 31 years of working experiences in HVAC field. He 
encouraged the participants to take the opportunity as a university student to gain and improve other soft 
skills such as leadership skills, communication skills, etc. besides focusing on the academics. 

 
We are grateful and highly appreciative of the 
support from Daikin Applied (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. 
in giving interesting insights to HVAC industrial 
practices. We look forward to further collaborate 
with Daikin Applied (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. in the 
future.  
 

  

STUDENT ACTIVITY 
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World Ozone Day 2020 
Ozone for Life: 35 Years of Ozone Layer Protection 

 
 

President Mr. Ng Wen Bin was invited to attend the World Ozone Day 
2020 with the theme of ‘Ozone for Life: 35 Years of Ozone Layer 
Protection’, which was held at the Le Meridien Hotel, Putrajaya, on 
23 September 2020. This event was organized by the Department of 
Environment, Ministry of Environment and Water, Malaysia. 
 
World Ozone Day 2020 was celebrated together with the pre-launch 
of our National Environment Day and was officiated by Dato’ Sri Tuan 
Ibrahim Bin Tuan Man, Minister of Environment and Water.  
 
This notable event had several esteemed guests in attendance, 
including the Secretary General of KASA and the Director General of 
the Department of Environment. Pakar Scieno TW Sdn Bhd had also 
participated in undertaking the exhibition for air quality monitoring 
equipment as part of their Environmental Quality Monitoring 
Program (EQMP). 
 

This event was also attended by JKR, MOSTI, DOE, UTM, Petronas, IKM, ILP, other NGOs, professional bodies 
and the general public. 
 
Malaysia celebrated World Ozone Day in conjunction with the ratification of the Montreal Protocol as 
support towards putting an end to the destruction of the ozone layer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS 
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Bilateral Country Project between the Governments of Malaysia & Japan: 
Train-the-Trainers Workshop on Thermal Energy Efficiency & Conservation 

 
This train-the-trainer workshop on thermal energy 
efficiency and conservation (EEC) was arranged by the 
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (KETSA) with 
the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), 
Japan. The workshop was organized by SEDA who 
extended to an invitation to ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter. 
The workshop was conducted by the Energy 
Conservation Center Japan (ECCJ) on 2nd, 3rd, 9th and 10th 
December 2020 on ZOOM webinar platform. Ir. Leong 
Siew Meng attended this training. Total 24 participants 
from KETSA, SEDA, ST, UTM, IEM, MAESCO, FMM and 
MASHRAE attended the training. 

 
The EEC training topics were essentially related to thermal energy but included air conditioning system, as 
listed in the following: 

1) Energy conservation policy and energy management system in Japan, presented by Mr. Akira ISHIHARA. 
2) Basic knowledge of thermal energy by Mr. Niro KITAGAWA. 
3) Boiler system by Mr. Masahide SHINOHARA. 
4) Steam system by Mr. Masahide SHINOHARA. 
5) Industrial furnace by Mr. Yutaka OGURA. 
6) Waste heat recovery by Mr. Niro KITAGAWA. 
7) Air compressor by Mr. Masahide SHINOHARA. 
8) Air conditioning system by Mr. Masahide SHINOHARA. 
9) Energy audit for boiler and steam system by Mr. Yutaka OGURA. 

 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS 
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Latest ASHRAE Publication at ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter Library 

 

High-Performance Buildings Simplified: Designing, Constructing, And 
Operating Sustainable Commercial Buildings (5th Edition) 
 

With a significant basis in the ASHRAE GreenGuide, now itself in its fifth edition, High-
Performance Buildings Simplified introduces readers to the fundamentals of: 

• Building design and commissioning 

• Sustainability, including water and energy conservation 

• Indoor air quality and indoor environmental quality 

• Materials selection, construction, and operations and maintenance 

• Energy informatics, smart grid, and resilience 

• Future trends: Each chapter includes a list of industry-standard terms as well as 
self-guided and instructor-led exercises. 

• Case studies and more than 30 supplemental files containing additional in-depth 
information and relevant articles round out the practical content. 

 

 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.4-2019 : Energy Standard for Data Centers 
 
ASHRAE Standard 90.4 establishes the minimum energy efficiency requirements of 
data centers for design, construction, and operation and maintenance, and use of on-
site or off-site renewable energy resources. The standard was developed to be code-
intended, similar to Standard 90.1, and references in Standard 90.4 are made to 
Standard 90.1 for building envelope, service water heating, lighting, and other 
equipment criteria. 
 
Key updates to the 2019 edition include: 

• In Section 6, a reduction of the maximum MLC values required for compliance, 
and removal of the design MLC compliance path in favor of a more accurate 
maximum annualized MLC calculation 

• In Section 8, a reduction of the maximum ELC values for the UPS segment 
required for compliance, made to recognize improvements in the efficiency of 
core electrical distribution equipment 

 

 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2019 
Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings (I-P Ed.) 
 
The latest edition of ASHRAE’s most prolific energy standard includes more than 100 
updates since the last edition was published in 2016. The newly updated 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2019, Energy Efficiency Standard for Buildings Except 
Low-Rise Residential Buildings, includes new and updated equipment efficiency 
requirement tables and a clearer compliance path for renewable energy treatment. 
 
The expanded, revised version of the energy standard focuses on energy-saving 
measures the Standard 90.1 committee hopes will help designers create more energy-
efficient buildings. 

 

  

LIBRARY & RESOURCES 
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Latest ASHRAE Publication at ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter Library 

 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 15-2019 
Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems 

• Makes changes to requirements for R-717 ammonia systems 

• Introduces requirements specific to Low Global Warming Potential (Low GWP) 
A2L refrigerants 

• Changes restrictions for small, self-contained systems with higher-flammability 
refrigerants 

• Defines “low-probability pumps” and provides requirements for their use 

• Identifies requirements when changing a refrigerant within the same refrigerant 
class and lists restrictions on mixing refrigerants from different classes 

 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 34-2019  
Designation and Safety Classification of Refrigerants 

• Incorporates the 24 approved and published addenda to Standard 34-2016. 

• Addition of fifteen total new refrigerants 

• Revisions to make 2L a separate flammability classification of refrigerants 

• Changes that base toxicity classification on the nominal formulation of the blend 

• Corrections to language for the proper naming of molecules containing iodine 

• Revisions to address fluids whose critical temperature is < 130°F (54.4°C) 

• Standardization of terminology 

 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 62.1-2019  
Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality 

• New informative tables of ventilation rates per unit area for checking new and 
existing buildings ventilation calculations 

• Simplified version of the Ventilation Rate Procedure improving calculations for 
system ventilation efficiency and zone air distribution effectiveness 

• Modified Natural Ventilation Procedure calculation methodology 

• Revised scope to specifically identify occupancies previously not covered 

• Natural ventilation now requires considering the quality of the outdoor air and 
interaction of the outdoor air with mechanically cooled spaces. 

• Humidity control requirements are now expressed as dew point. 

 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 62.2-2019  
Ventilation and Acceptable Indoor Air Quality in Residential Buildings 

• Added a compliance path that gives credit for particle filtration, distinguishing 
between balanced and unbalanced ventilation system interactions with natural 
infiltration, requiring compartmentalization limits for new multifamily dwellings, 
and allowing for single-point envelope leakage test results to be used when 
calculating infiltration credit.  

• Defines the roles of and minimum requirements for mechanical and natural 
ventilation systems and the building envelope intended to provide acceptable 
indoor air quality in low-rise residential buildings.  

• The three primary sets of requirements involve whole-building ventilation, local 
demand-controlled exhaust, and source control.  

• The secondary requirements focus on properties of specific items needed to 
achieve the main objectives of the standard. 

LIBRARY & RESOURCES 
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Webinar 1: HVAC Solutions for Green and Sustainable Buildings 
Reported by ASHRAE UTAR Student Branch  

 
On 18th August 2020, ASHRAE UTAR Student branch hosted a webinar entitled “HVAC Solutions for Green 
and Sustainable Buildings” via virtual Microsoft Teams platform from 2:30p.m. to 4:30p.m. BOG member, 
Immediate past Director and Regional Chair (DRC), Ir. Ng Yong Kong was invited as the speaker for this event. 
A total of 122 participants joined the webinar. 

The main focus of this virtual talk was about the strategies in reducing energy consumption of the HVAC 
system in a building to combat global warming issue. Ir. Ng with his vast experiences in green building 
practices had presented various types of HVAC solutions to reduce and optimize the energy usage level of a 
building, as well as the type of HVAC system applied in different types of buildings. In addition, he also 
showed the audience some statistics on the energy usage level in different types of buildings for better 
understanding on the relation between building typology and the energy consumption.  

 

  

Webinar 1       Webinar2 

 
Webinar 2: Engineers in the Building Industry 

Reported by ASHRAE UTAR Student Branch  
 
On 15th September 2020, ASHRAE UTAR Student branch organized another webinar entitled “Engineers in 
the Building Industry” via virtual Microsoft Teams platform from 2:30p.m. to 4:30p.m. Past President of 
ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter, Ir. Lam Kim Seong was invited as the speaker for this event. A total of 46 
participants joined the webinar. 

The main focus of this virtual talk was about the experience as an engineer in the building industry, job scope 
of an engineer in this field and some potential career paths for fresh graduates in this industry. Ir. Lam briefly 
explained to the audience that buildings are categorized in 2 main categories, which are residential and non-
residential (office building, data centre, hospital etc.). Ir. Lam also explained to the audience about the 
Regulations, Standards, and Codes of Practice that are applied typically in the building industry. 

 

 

.  

STUDENT ACTIVITY 
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Interaction Night with YEA 
Reported by ASHRAE UTAR Student Branch  

 

ASHRAE Interaction Night with YEA 
was an event organized by UTAR 
ASHRAE Student Branch in 
collaboration with Universiti Malaya 
ASHRAE Student Branch. On 13th 
November 2020, a total of 164 
participants joined this interaction 
session via the virtual Microsoft 
Teams platform from 8:00p.m. to 
10:00p.m. Four YEAs of ASHRAE 
Malaysia Chapter, namely Ms. 
Cheong Yun Kim, Mr. Kozen Law, Mr. 
Rex Foo Shiyau, and Mr Anthony Poh 
Kai Sin were invited as the speakers 
for this event. 

 
 
This event was aimed to expose students to different working fields of engineers through the informative 
sharing from invited YEA members; and to serve as a platform for the students to interact with them and 
learn from their experiences. 

 

The YEAs were generous to share their working experiences with the students; students were also very 
proactive in interacting with the respective YEAs after being separated into groups for interaction/personal 
Q&A session. From the sharing session form each YEA, fellow students learned more about the roles and 
responsibilities of the engineers in different engineering fields, such as construction field, manufacturing, 
sales and services, etc. During the interaction session, where students were separated into groups with 
respective YEAs, who gave some valuable advice to the students on how to get prepared before stepping into 
the society as a fresh engineering graduate.  

  

STUDENT ACTIVITY 
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Young Engineers in ASHARE Leadership Digital 
Reported by Lin Yi Shan, YEA Chair 

 
Each year ASHRAE organizes a leadership training for Young Engineers in ASHRAE (YEA) aimed at developing 
the future leaders of ASHRAE. Due to Covid-19, the training for this year was held virtually on Zoom from 16th 
to 18th October 2020. This three-day event is led by Tricia Evans to assist young engineers on developing  soft 
skills, leadership skills, and to establish networking with other young professionals. Tricia Evans is a business 
coach and writer, trained at Ashridge Business in UK in 1991. She has coached 5,500+ professionals at middle 
to senior management levels. 
 
For the first time,  ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter had a total of 6 participants out of the limited 100 seats with 
people from all over the world, including the U.K., Greece, Canada, U.S., Hong Kong, Indonesia, India, Egypt, 
Brazil, Portugal, Bahrain, and more.  
 

 
YEA Leadership Digital: Coaching by Trivia Evans 

 
 
The topics covered during the training were: 

• What makes a leader effective (especially 
during this tough time)  

• Personal goals and values that go way 
beyond work 

• The difference between managers (who gets 
things done) and leaders (who boosts team 
capability) 

• Understanding different leadership styles 
• How to stand out at work and on LinkedIn 
• What successful people have in common 

  

YEA (YOUNG ENGINEERS IN ASHRAE) 
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Despite being a virtual meeting, the training was interactive and involved many self-assessments to identify 
each person’s leadership type. It helped participants to gain an understanding of different personality profiles, 
in order to work better in various work environments, teams and cultures.   
 

 
YEA Leadership Digital: Types of Leadership Styles 

 
Apart from learning, participants had the opportunity to gather into smaller groups to network with young 
engineers from all over the world with the same passion in heating, ventilation, air conditioning and the 
refrigeration field. To conclude the three-day event, these future leaders connected with one another on 
LinkedIn and exchanged contacts. 

 
YEA Leadership Digital: Quote of the Day 

  

YEA (YOUNG ENGINEERS IN ASHRAE) 
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Why Transfer to Associate Membership? 

List of Associate Membership Benefits: - 

• Dedicated events and resources for young professionals are offered at the chapter and Society level 
through the Young Engineers in ASHRAE (YEA) program. 

• Tremendous networking opportunities through chapter events, committee participation, 
volunteering, attending conferences, and more. 

• The ASHRAExChange – participate in the online forum that brings together members from across 
the world to discuss design, construction, operation, and support of the built environment. 

• The ASHRAE Handbook — the indispensable, industry-wide resource for all HVAC&R professionals. 

• ASHRAE Journal — this monthly resource is the most trusted technical magazine in the HVAC&R 
community. 

• High Performing Buildings — the quarterly magazine for innovation in building technology design 
and operation. 

• HVAC Industry News — a weekly news resource keeping ASHRAE members abreast of the latest 
industry news. 

• Bookstore — Access to, and discounts on, more than 300 of the industry's leading technical 
publications.  

 

MEMBERSHIP PROMOTION &   YEA 
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ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter 35th Anniversary E-book 
 

Due to the great effort of Dr. King Yeong Jin and his 
team of student members, ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter’s 
E-book to mark its 35th Anniversary celebration is now 
published and available on our website at 
https://www.ashrae.org.my/e-book/. 
 
The E-book has 128 pages comprising messages from 
the Society President, Region XIII Director & Regional 
Chair, Malaysia Chapter President, and also Singapore, 
Taiwan and Hong Kong Chapter Presidents, seven (7) 
articles and advertisements from the following 
sponsors and advertisers: 
 
Platinum sponsors: 
DAIKIN GROUP OF COMPANIES 
BITZER (SOUTH EAST ASIA) SDN BHD 
AMERICAN AIR FILTER MANUFACTURING SDN BHD  
 
Gold sponsors: 
EMERSON COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS 
 
Silver sponsors: 
TROX MALAYSIA SDN BHD 
 

 Bronze sponsors: 
SMARTECH SALES & SERVICE SDN BHD 
EBM-PAPST SEA PTE LTD 
SOURCE CODE ASIA SDN BHD 
TRUWATER COOLING TOWERS SDN BHD 

 
Advertisers: 
WELCOME AIR-TECH SALES & SERVICE SDN BHD 
TOZEN (M) SDN BHD 
YILDA INDUSTRIES SDN BHD 
GRENECO SDN BHD 
NYK ENGINEERING & TRADING SDN BHD 
BEZAIRE SDN BHD 
LIANG CHI COOLING TOWER SDN BHD 
BELIMO AUTOMATION MALAYSIA SDN BHD 
BRY AIR SDN BHD 
 

ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter is now  
HRDF Registered Training Provider

 
Another milestone achieved by 

ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter! 
 
ASHRAE Malaysia Chapter is now the registered 
training provider under the Human Resources 
Development Fund (HRDF) Malaysia, the agency  
under The Ministry of Human Resources 
Malaysia. 

 

 

EVENTS & NEWS 
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